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Abstract. We fit a sample of 49 R=6000 NIR (0.9 - 2.5 µm) T dwarf spectra obtained with

Magellan’s FIRE spectrograph with two different atmospheric model sets to compare the derived physical parameters such as T eff , log g, cloud opacity, and rotational velocity between
the models, as well as their reliability. Many of our T dwarfs have distance measurements,
which allows us to calculate their radii during the fitting, which can be compared to evolutionary models to determine age, mass and potentially the presence of unseen companions.
We present our spectral sample and model fits, and comment on the measured fundamental
properties of these T dwarfs. Our analysis allows us to identify global deviations between
models and observed spectra, and hence provides important feedback for the next generation of substellar atmospheric models.
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1. Introduction
Determining the physical parameters for individual T dwarfs is paramount for characterising them as a population, testing evolutionary
models, and using these long-lived objects to
measure the chemical evolution and star formation history of the Galaxy. Unfortunately,
the low luminosities of T dwarfs inhibits the
acquisition of high resolution spectra, and persistent discrepancies between observations and
models result in significant parameter uncertainties.
We observed a sample of 49 L9-T9 dwarfs
with the Magellan FIRE spectrograph (Simcoe
et al. 2008), the largest yet sample of T dwarfs
Send offprint requests to: C. P. Nicholls

with medium-resolution (R=6000) NIR (0.9 2.5 µm) spectra. Most sources were selected to
be within 20 pc of the Sun and have declinations below 15◦ , but the sample also includes
resolved binaries and spectral binary candidates (Burgasser et al. 2010a). We derive fundamental parameters for our sample by fitting
their spectra with two sets of atmospheric models: the BT-Settl models of Allard & Freytag
(2010) and the sulfide cloud models of Morley
et al. (2012). Using two model sets will allow
us to compare the derived physical parameters
and assess their reliability.
Both grids span the expected temperature
and gravity ranges of T dwarfs (T eff = 500 1300 K, log g = 4.0 - 5.5), and the Morley grid
also spans several different levels of sulfide
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Fig. 1. Example best first-pass fit for T5.5 dwarf 0325+0425, which lies on the Morley model grid, with
χ2red = 30.35. In each plot, upper panel shows observed spectrum and best fit model, lower panel shows O-C
residuals. Upper plot is the full NIR spectrum. Lower left plot is a closeup of the J band, lower right plot is
a closeup of the H band. Grey hatching denotes wavelengths not included in the fit. Model parameters are
shown in upper plot legend as T eff /log g/v sin i/fsed .

cloud opacity, represented by the cloud sedimentation parameter f sed = 2 – nc. This work
is ongoing and the results presented here are
preliminary.

2. Model fitting method
All models were convolved with a Gaussian
of FWHM = 50 km s−1 to represent FIRE’s
line spread function. Then each model was
rotationally broadened to v sin i from 0 to
100 km s−1 in steps of 5 km s−1 .
Each model was fit to each dwarf by shifting it to the observed radial velocity, desampling to the wavelengths of the spectrum, and
scaling the model flux to match the observed
spectrum by minimising the reduced χ2 be-

tween the spectrum and the model. All pixels received equal weighting except regions of
strong telluric absorption between photometric
bands (see Fig. 1), and bad pixels, which received zero weighting. The best fit to a given
dwarf is the model with the lowest reduced χ2 .

3. First and second pass fit results
An example best fit is shown in Fig. 1. Note the
large residuals from the two strong potassium
lines at ∼ 1.24 µm and the methane features on
the red side of the H band, ∼ 1.62 − 1.8 µm.
These two regions represent global deviations
of the models, visible in model fits to most of
our sample. We believe that the broad potassium lines drive the fits to unrealistically high
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Fig. 2. Example best second-pass fit for T5.5 dwarf 0325+0425, χ2red = 12.40. The absolute best second
pass fit still lies on the Morley model grid but some parameters have changed.

Fig. 3. log g vs T eff for second pass fits of the entire
sample. Point size is relative to v sin i. Black represents dwarfs best fit with a model with no sulfide clouds, gray [red] represents dwarfs best fit
with a model containing some sulfide cloud opacity. Random scatter has been added so points can be
differentiated.

v sin i, as many dwarfs were fitted at the maximum v sin i. We also know these spectral features have uncertain or incomplete opacities
and/or treatment of broadening in the atmospheric models (Morley et al. 2012).
A second pass fit was made by excluding
the poor wavelength regions identified above.
An example fit is shown in Fig. 2. Note that
deviations appear lower for this second pass fit
when the wavelengths used in both the first and
second pass fits are compared. Second pass fit
deviations are lower over the whole sample.
Fig. 3 shows the parameters derived from
the second pass fits for the entire sample.
Nearly half the sample are best fit by a model
with sulfide cloud opacity. This supports prior
work indicating that including cloud physics in
T dwarf atmospheric models is important to ac-
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curately recreate the spectra (Burgasser et al.
2010b; Morley et al. 2012).
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either reliably fix one or more parameters prior
to fitting, or to influence a more sophisticated
weighting scheme during fitting.

4. Future work
The second pass fits are still far from perfect,
and while this is partly limited by the models
themselves, improving the fitting process further may have a significant effect on fit quality,
and hence reliability of derived parameters. We
are currently investigating whether any wavelength regions are sensitive to particular parameters, and hope to use the results of this to
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